TEXTILE FIBRES, YARNS, FABRICS
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weights of the samples and the net weight of the consignment, the absolute
weight of the latter is calculated. To this is added the moisture at the
rate of 11%, the commercial weight being thus obtained.
EXAMPLE :
Gross weight	104-82 kilos
Tare checked        .         .         .         .         .         .        1-21
Net weight    103-61
21 skeins were taken, and 14 of them, having the original weight 975*80
grams, reduced to the absolute weight 872*70 grams.    Hence
The above net   weight  corresponds with the absolute
weight	92-66 kilos
Increase of 11% on 92-66.         .....      10-19
Commercial weight   .
This represents a decrease of 0-73%
Original net weight   .
 102-85
0-76
103-61
When, for certain purposes, the spinner or weaver has recourse to the use
of a dressing (with a basis of vaseline, glycerine, soap, fatty matter, borax,
or other substance), crude dressed silk is obtained which loses part of the dressing
besides water during the conditioning. When the silk is heavily dressed and
the dressing consists of readily volatile substances, the diminution in weight
at the expense of the dressing may be appreciable. To ascertain what this
extra diminution in weight during conditioning has been, it would be necessary
to determine chemically the proportions of extraneous matters present in the
silk before and after the conditioning test and to take the difference between
these two results.
 2.	Conditioning of artificial silk.   This is carried out at 120° C.
 3.	Conditioning of wool.    The conditioning of wool or of the correspond-
ing yarn is made at 110° C.
 4.	Conditioning of cotton.    For raw cotton and the corresponding yarn
the conditioning is carried out at 105-110° C., the value 8-5% being adopted
for the moisture.   For yarns twisted wet special agreements are made.
As regards sampling, three or four skeins from each bale or nine or ten cops
from each case are taken.   The samples are placed in suitable air-tight
vessels—which should be filled if possible—-these being then dispatched
to the conditioning house together with a statement of the weight of the
consignment.    If the conditioning test shows more than 12% of moisture,
the material may be refused.
With wool and cotton and the corresponding yarns and also with artificial
silk, the maximum difference allowable between the results of the conditioning
tests of the first two samples is 0-5%. If the difference exceeds this proportion
but not i%, the third sample is also conditioned, and when the sum of the differ-
ences between the results of the three tests does not exceed i%, the original
weights and the corresponding absolute weights of the three samples are taken,
as the basis of the commercial weight. la the contrary event, the treatment
of the three samples is repeated. The calculation of the, commercial weight
is inade as with silk, the proper normal moisture value being taken in each case.
2. Determination of the Ash.—About 5-10 grams of the product are
heated in a tared dish, at first over a small flame, which is then gradually

